Arts Weekly has poets and it did
n't even know it...OH!
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All you bettys and hotdoggers
shred on over to the rippin'

It's the worst freakin' time of the
year...allergy season. We've got all
the sneezes.
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Council votes: increase
sewer fees, take ‘Cal Poly’
out of sports fields
By Christine Spone
Doily Staff Writer

__ ____

San Luis Obispo residents will be pay
ing more for sewer and water services this
summer. The city council voted on Tuesday
to increase sewer rates by 2.5 percent
beginning July 1, 1997 and by an addition
al 1.5 percent on July 1, 1998.
A single family residence is currently
charged $20.95 per month for sewer ser
vice. By July 1, 1998 that rate will increase
to $21.79.
Unlike the flat sewer rate, the city
charges for water by the unit. A typical
household uses approximately 10 units per
month. Each unit equals 100 cubic feet of
water. Currently residents pay $31 for 10
units of water. After the 1.5 percent rate
hike the same amount of water would cost
$31.45.
Public works employee Sue Boss said
that because budgeting is done in four-year
increments, rates need to be increased to
assure the fund is still balanced after four
years.

The council also voted to keep city golf
course fees at their current level through
June 30, 1998.
Golfers now pay $7 per round on week
days and $7.75 on weekends.
All changes were adopted on a tentative
basis and will be added to the city budget.
In related city news, during the budget
workshop last week Councilman Bill
Roalman moved to change the wording on
one item in the preliminary budget.
Currently the budget sets aside $3 mil
lion for a sports complex partnership with
Cal Poly. Roalman said he wanted to elimi
nate Cal Poly's name from the budget and
specify that the item is for youth athletic
fields. He said this would make the item
more generic.
"A decision on participation is going to
be negotiated by the end of June, but this is
a two-year budget. I f we don't go with Cal
Poly, the budget will still reflect a plan to
do so," Roalman said.
The council voted unanimously to have
city legal staff change the wording.
The budget is set for final approval on
June 17.
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Islamic foundation president
takes on the Muslim stereotype
By M o tt Lazier
Doily Staff Writer

A religiously diverse audience of about
40 heard expert opinions regarding stereo
types of Muslims in America at a presenta
tion put on by the Islamic Society of the
Central Coast Tuesday night.
The evening's presentation featured two
speakers. Rasha al-Disuqi, a Cal Poly lec
turer on Muslim minorities, spoke on
stereotypes of Muslim women. Then,
Ahmad Sakr, president of the foundation of
Islamic Knowledge, addressed the audience
H'garding Islamic stereotypes in general.
The most common stereotypes of
Muslim women come from the media and
fi’oni other perspectives of how women
should act, al-l)isuqi said.
“Muslim women have their own values
and their own standards," al-l)isuqi said.
“They don't show it in the media, but
Muslim women vote. They participate in
parliamentary elections. There are women
doctors. There are women scientists and
pharmacists. You name it.”
Citing a respect for motherhood and
child-rearing, al-l)isuqi defended Muslim
women's refusal to conform to the stan
dards of the feminist movement.
“Women's liberation encourages women
to go out and prove them.selves to society,”
al-I)isuqi .said. “That is how the feminist
movement differs from Muslim women’s
liberation. The feminist movement will do

anything to get women out of the home to
get back at the other .sex.”
Muslim women prefer to devote them
selves to the family, to strengthen the unit
and help their children to grow into func
tioning adults, al-Disuqi said.
Sakr spoke on the stereotyping of the
Muslim community in general, saying that
Muslims are the “garbage can” for society.
“The idea of Muslims being stereotyped
is not strange because in this particular
country, stereotypes have been around for
hundreds of years,” Sakr .said. “Now, no one
can stereotype (other minority groups)
becau.se they have political clout and they
know how to sue you.”
Muslims are attacked and stereotyped
because of ignorance, fear, jealou.sy, hatred
and lack of .self-confidence in the rest of
society and the stereotyping continues
because Muslims are kind, passive pt'ople,
Sakr said. But, Muslims themselves are
partly to blame for the continuation.
“Those who claim to be Muslim, it is
your problem, not the American non.Muslim’s,” Sakr said. “ 1 put the hlame on
the Muslims in America. It is your problem
because you are not assuming your leader
ship.”
Sakr ended his speech with a pU'a that
people from all systems of belief would
learn to live in harmony.
“1 wish you would read what we have

See ISLAM page 6

IT'S T IM E FOR SPIKE A N D M IKE'S SIC K A N D T W IS T E D FESTI
V A L OF A N IM A T IO N . T H E A B O V E A R T IS "H O W T O M A K E
LOVE T O A W O M A N " BY BILL P LY M P T O N .
(EEW W W , T H A T 'S CRO SS)
SEE STORY, PACE A2

New co m p u ters for business lab
By Carrie Cardoza

ContributingWriter
The prayers of many students have been
answered No more will they have to wait .so
long to access aimputer programs or deal
with slow application pcrfonnance.
The College of Business computer lab,
which can lx‘ u.sed by students of all majors,
will install 100 new Pentiums this August.
Marketing senior Kelli Kohl thinks the
new Pentiums art* a great idea.
“A.S students, we need to keep up with
technology,” Kohl said. ‘The computers we
have now are becoming Uk) outdated and
time ronsuming, and it takes forever to do
anything.”
Kiiren Adams, director of the computer
lah for the College of Business, said that by
fall quarter, all but one room of the lab will
consi.st entirely of Pentiums.
The total cost of the 100 new computers

is approximately $3(X),(XX). Thirty-eight
will be fundtHi by the chancellor’s office
through the Basic Acce.ss and Training
Support (BATS) program and will lx* us<*d
for cla.s.ses. The other 62 will be* purcha.sed
by Cal Poly Academic Affairs and will be*
opt'n to all lab u.sers.
The failun; of the Cal Poly Plan fee
increase thwarted the lab’s plan to upgi’ade
romputers in all laboratory cla.s.snx)ms.
‘The sadde.st thing for me this year was
when the money part of the Cal Poly Plan
was voted down by .students,” Adams said.
“We had slated Cal Poly Plan funds for a
classroom. That classr(X)in will now have to
romain 386's (romputers) because we can’t
afl’ord to upgrade it.
“1 can understand how the students felt
alx)ut it,” Adams continued. “But here at the
College of Bu.siness, 1 think we rc'ally tried

See LAB page 5
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Workers got conflicting orders, may
have been exposed to chemicals
By Nicholas K. Ger«ik>s
Associoted Press

SPOKANE, Wash. - Eight work
ers caught near a chemical explo
sion at a nuclear weapons plant got
conflicting orders that likely
exposed them to a dangerous
plume, the Department of Energ>'
said Wednesday.
Although seven of the eight are
back working, some are complain
ing of various ailments and will be
checked at a Seattle hospital, offi
cials said.
‘’Some individuals have com
plained of intestinal gas, bloating,
confusion,"said Dr. Larry Smick of
the Hanford Environmental Health
Foundation, which monitors work
ers on the site. ‘’One did not sleep or
eat for four days.”
One reported feeling the exces
sive njsh of adrenalin through his
body, while another reported feel
ings of severe anxiety and rage,
Smick said.
Other complaints of a metallic
taste and eye, nose and throat irri
tation are consistent with exposure
to hydroxylamine nitrate and nitric
acid, the chemicals in the tank that
exploded on May 14.
Most of the workers have opted
to go to Harborview Medical Center
in Seattle for additional tests, he
said.
Wednesday’s briefing about the
unusual explosion continued to
reveal the inadequacies of the
emergency response at Hanford,
which for four decades made pluto
nium for nuclear weapons.
The site, near the Tri-Cities,
now contains the nation’s greatest
collection of radioactive wastes.
The investigation already found
that monitoring of the tank’s con
tents mysteriously ended last Oct.

28, even though it was known that
the contents could become unstable
if water levels in the tank dropped
Ux) low.
It is still not clear why the mon
itoring stopped, said Ron Gerton,
who heads the Energy Department
team investigating the accident.
In addition, emergency and lawenforcement officials near the fed
eral nuclear weapons complex have
complained about a three-hour
delay in notifying them of the explo
sion.
The blast occurred because the
nitrate and nitric acid in a 400-gal
lon tank in the Plutonium
Reclamation Facility became dried
out and unstable, officials have
said.
The blast blew the lid off the
tank, punched a hole in the roof of
the concrete building and blew open
locked steel doors and windows.
Witnesses reported a plume,
possibly made up of escaping chem
icals, leaving the building, Gerton
said.
Radiation monitors showed no
radioactivity was involved, Gerton
said. But he acknowledged that no
equipment was on hand to test for
dangerous chemicals.
Eight construction workers in
the area were repeatedly ordered to
go outside and may have been in
the vicinity of the plume, Gerton
said.
Workers throughout the entire
560-square-mile Hanford site were
ordered to remain indoors minutes
after the 7:53 p.m. explosion,
Gerton said.
At 8 p.m., a public address sys
tem at the Plutonium F’inishing
Plant complex began urging all
workers there to report to room
104, on the main floor, Gerton said.
The
Plutonium
Reclamation

Facility is part of the complex.
But the eight workers were out
side the complex, taking a meal
break in a trailer, Gerton said.
They heard the PA announcer
and left the trailer. Outside, they
met a Hanford security officer, who
ordered them to follow emergency
procedures and stay inside the
trailer, Gerton said.
The workers then called the
plant’s emergency director, who
was not aware they were outside
the complex, Gerton said. He
ordered them to report to room 104.
A security worker then ordered
them to walk a route that would
avoid emergency workers, Gerton
said.
But that meant the eight
walked through an area under
neath the plume, which was visible
for up to 15 minutes after the blast,
Gerton .said.
When they reached room 104,
some workers reported a metallic
taste in their mouths, but did not
appear to have serious medical
problems, Gerton said.
The men were ordered to go to a
Richland hospital for checkups, but
did not have their vehicle keys with
them, Gerton said.
So two were dispatched to the
trailer to get the keys, he said.
At about 12:25 a.m., they were
allowed to leave the plutonium
plant and drove to Kadlec Medical
Center, where they were checked by
emergency room doctors and then
sent home, Gerton said.
While Hanford officials declined
to release the names of the workers,
the Seattle Post-Intelligencer in
Wednesday’s editions quoted some
of the men.
Paul Kramar, a 42-year-old elec-

See EXPLOSION page ó

H ou seh old H azard o u s
W aste C o lle c tio n D ays

1997 Scücduûe
Saturday

June 7

Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday

July 19
August 16
Septem ber 20
October 18

AppointHiCHt is Required

GARAtiK
• Motor Oil
• Antifree/.f
« Brake Fluid
• Rust Preventative
• Auto Batteries

San Luis Obispo &
Heritage Ranch
Morro Bay
Pism o Beach
A tascadero
San Luis Obispo

CaeC:

H o u se h o ld H a za rd o u s W aste is waste from
products purchased for household use. The
fo llo w in g c o m m o n ite m s a re H o u s e h o ld
Hazardous W aste and may be disposed of for
free at the collection event. Call 1-800-952-5566.

GARDEN
• Insect Spray
• Weed Killers
• Pool Chemicals
• Pesticides
• Snail Bait

HOUSE
• Drain Cleaners
• Deodorizers
• Aerosol Cans
• Oven Cleaners
• Flashlight Batteries

WORKSHOP
• Photograph Chemicals
• Wood Presersatives
• Paint Thinner
• Paint
• Rechargeable Batteries

Spon.sored by the San Luis Obispo County Integrated Waste Management Authority
• S o r ry l N o t A v a i l a b l e to R e e l d e n t a o f P a s o R o b l e s

No child care OK reason for unemployment
SACRAMENTO
(AP)
Employees who leave their jobs
because of excessive overtime or
the inability to find child care
could still collect unemployment
benefits under a bill approved
Wednesday by the state Senate.
Supporters say the measure by
Sen. Hilda Solis, D-El Monte, is
needed because some employees
have been forced to quit their jobs
because of repeated demands that
they work more than eight hours a

day and because of a lack of child
care, particularly after normal
business hours.
But Sen. Rob Hurtt, R-Garden
Grove, said the bill had a ‘’huge
loophole. All they have to do is say,
‘I just could not get a baby sitter
for my child,’" he said.
Unemployment provides up to
$230 a week for 26 weeks.
A 21-15 vote, the bare m^ority
needed to clear the 40-seat Senate,
moved the bill to the Assembly.

•Jackson employees must pay $1.4 million
SANTA MARIA, Calif. (AP) Former Neverland Ranch employ
ees who unsuccessfully sued
Michael Jackson must pay him
and other defendants $1.4 million
in attorney fees and costs, a judge
ruled Wednesday.
The award was based on a
written agreement signed by all
ranch employees that provides for
awarding the fees to the prevailing
party if there is litigation, said
attorneys Robert Sanger and
Steve Cochran.
They said in joint statement
that the outcome of the case would
deter the use of frivolous lawsuits
to try ‘’shake down” celebrities.

Santa
Barbara
County
Superior Court Judge Zel Canter
ordered the plaintiffs to pay
$1,290,278 in attorney fees and
over $182,000 for costs including
filings, jury fees, depositions, wit
nesses and transcripts.
In March a jury rejected the
former employees’ lawsuit and
awarded Jackson $60,000 in dam
ages in a countersuit.
The
ex-employees
sued
Jackson and five staffers, claiming
they were forced out for cooperat
ing in a child molestation probe,
among other reasons. One plaintiff
also claimed sex harassment by a
staff member.

Shootout leaves detective, gunman dead
LOS ANGELES (A P) - A
shootout in a warehouse full of sex
toys and porno movie equipment
ended Wednesday with a detec
tive and a gunman dead and two
officers wounded.
Glendale Detective Charles
Lazzaretto, 30, was killed when
he and another detective went to
the warehouse Tuesday night
seeking 28-year-old Israel Chappa
Gonzalez on suspicion of trying to
murder his live-in lover. Two Los
Angeles officers were wounded
after they arrived in response to
the shooting.
The siege ended around day
break after eight hours when a
SWAT team stormed the ware
house.

The
building
in
the
Chatsworth section of Los Angeles
is one of the San Fernando
Valley’s many adult entertain
ment companies. The building
houses marital aids and other sex
ual props, and movies are shot
and copied there.
Gonzalez was sporadically
employed by the company, doing
what an attorney for the business
would only describe as ‘’technical
work."
Los Angeles Officer Jude
Bella, 24, was wounded in the leg,
buttocks and arm. Officer Kevin
Foster, 26, was hit in the arm.
Their wounds were not considered
life-threatening.

Career Opportunities...
Outside Plant Engineers and Project Administrators

San Luis Obispo County residents* and small businesses can bring
household hazardous materials to the next collection day.
What is
Household
Hazardous
Waste?

N E V /S B R IE F S

Working in our Service Operations organization, you’ll be responsible for the detailed eco
nomic design of all outside plant engineering wtirk (poles, wires, cables, conduit, termi
nal, fiber, l(X)p electronics) for a specific geographical area. Your work will include
preparing, docunwnting, and submitting Kngineering Vibrk Orders for the placement,
ivnxival, and rearrangement of telecommunications facilities to meet customer demands.
While experienced candidates are preferred, training will be offered to qualified candidates
to build a working know ledge of engineering concepts ;uid Outside Plant technologies.
Perfomiance expectatioas are high, so you’ll be using your full range of analytical and
communicatioas skills to axirdinate multiple projects witli customers and other work
groups, interpret tariffs, manage budgets, and improve prrxres.ses as part of a results-onented team dedicated to providing quality customer service Candidates should also
p n x »* strong oral and written communication skills
A DEGREE IN ENGINEERING IS NOT REQUIRED. Previoas work experience or a
degree in any one of the following areas will increase your competitiveness for these posi
tions: business administration, economics, finance, industrial technology, and electrical,
civil, mechanical, or industrial engineering. Work locations are statewide with a concen
tration of local offices in areas ranging from Fresno to the Oregon border. Candidates
must be open to various work locations. We have openings for the following areas:
Auburn
Chico
Fresno
Grass Valley
Marysville
Napa

Placerville
Redding
Sacramento
Salinas
.Santa Rosa
Yuba City

We offer a competitive salary, excellent benefits, excellent training, and career develop
ment opportunities. If qualified, plea.se fax your resume, salary requirements, and work
l(x:ation area preferences to P:icific Bell, attention; Valerie Holt, at (91b) 4S2-0171. Use
fine or extra fine mode if possible. We are an equal opportunity employer
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Arson suspected in
small grass fire behind
campus residence halls

Speaker talks about sexual assult at forum
By Adrienne Gross
Doily Staff Writer

People at Cal Poly are talking
about sexual assault.
At an open forum sponsored
by the Sexual Assault Free
Environment
Resource
(S.A.F.E.R.) program today at 11
a.m., faculty, staff and students
will discuss the S.A.F.E.R. pro
gram, sexual assault at Cal Poly
and programs available at other
universities
throughout
the
country.
The forum’s guest speaker
Kathy Bargar, campus outreach
coordinator
for
the
Rape
Treatment Center (R TC ) in
Santa Monica, talks at college
campuses around the nation on
issues of sexual assault preven
tion and response.
While Bargar’s main focus
concerns sexual assault at
UCLA, she also speaks at train
ing seminars for judicial boards
and judicial affairs officers,
where Cal Poly’s Director of
Campus/Student Relations and
Judicial Affairs Sean Banks

learned more about sexual
assault survivor rights.
“(Bargar) was so enthusiastic
about the issue. She made me
feel more comfortable with (the
issue of) sexual assault,” Banks
said.
He thought Bargar would be
perfect to consult with and speak
at the S.A.F.E.R. program’s open
forum, as she could tell about the
many ways a campus community
can help a sexual assault sur
vivor’s healing process.
S.A.F.E.R. coordinator Rojean
Dominguez said Bargar will
touch on many issues including
various campus sexual assault
programs, staff and faculty roles,
legal aspects (new laws and sur
vivor rights) and a sexual assault
program’s relationship with the
community.
“The Rape Crisis Center is
our primary community (link),”
Dominguez said. “A fter the
forum, (S.A.F.E.R. committee
members) will meet with the
Rape Crisis Center to see how we
can better help each other, so
we’re not perceived as a double

service.
Dominguez said questions are
welcomed after the presentation
and during the luncheon
at
noon. She added that about 70
people are expected to attend,
but more are certainly welcome.
S.A.F.E.R. was developed dur
ing the last year by staff and fac
ulty from student services.
Dominguez said most of the work
until now has been behind the
scenes, but now the program is
ready to implement its ideas and
activities, including a 24-hour
response phone line (756-SAFE)
and today’s forum.
Dominguez’s assistant and
Cal Poly psychology alumna
Becky Berkebile said more vol
unteers are needed for the
S.A.F.E.R. program in general
and to be trained over the sum
mer as sexual assault advisers
starting fall quarter.
The open forum will be held
in the Cal Poly Theatre and the
luncheon will be served on the
patio at noon.

By Jaime Borosi
Daily Staff Writer

Immigrants challenge welfare reform
Lo said.
Mang Yang, a Hmong refugee
ftom Laos, came to California in
1975 after her parents and siblings
were killed in the Laotian war. Yang

fare reform to give everybody a
chance."
Several bills have been intro
duced to the Legislature to ensure
SACRAMENTO - Hundreds of
that legal immigrants continue
immigrants and immigration rights
receiving medical and finan
activists gathered Wednesday
cial assistance. A bill
at the Capitol to lobby Gov.
//
authored by Assembly
Pete
Wilson
and
the
Majority Leader Antonio
Legislature for continued wel
Villaraigosa,
D-Los
fare support in the face of fed
Angeles, would require the
eral cuts.
state to restore lost federal
Outraged that thousands
benefits
to elderly, disabled
of legal immigrants will lose
and needy legal immi
focxl stamps, disability and
grants.
other benefits under the law
Latino civil
rights
signed last year by President
activist Laura Carcagno
Clinton, immigrant groups
said one positive aspect of
lu^e demanding that the state
"Pheng Lo, vice president o f the Loatian- the legal immigrant wel
take up the shortfall.
fare crisis is that it has
Pheng Ix), vice president of
Hm ong Coalition
united dozens of immi
the Laotian-Hmong Coalition
grant groups in the fight to
and a Stockton resident, said
has
two
children,
now
20
and
18.
retain
welfare
rights.
refugees and other legal immigramts
“One thing this has shown us is
who were promised long-term assis She does not speak English and does
not
know
what
she
will
do
if
her
wel
that
as immigrants we are a very
tance have nowhere else to turn. •
vulnerable group and that’s why we
‘W e came to this country for a fare benefits and fcxxl stamps are
cut off.
all want to become citizens,”
reason. The wars in Vietnam. Laos.
*1
came
here
to
raise
my
voic*
to
Carcagno
said, adding that her
We fight with U.S. soldiers. But the
Bill Clinton," Yang said through an application for citizenship is still
promise the government made to us,
now they forgot about the promise," interpreter. ‘’I hope hell change wel pending.
By Cassandra Sweet
Associated Pres

We came to this country for

a reason. The wars in
Vietnam, Laos...But the
promise the government made
to us, now they forgot about
the prom ise,"

A small grass fire on the fourth
level of the parking area behind
the South Mountain residence
halls was quickly extinguished
last Wednesday night after three
students caught a glimpse of the
blaze and contacted police and fire
departments.
Mike Cole, an officer with the
California Department of
Forestry, said evidence
recovered at the scene
indicates that the hillside
was intentionally set on
fire. However, Cole said
standard procedures pre
vent the nature of the evi
dence to be released in
order to not jeopardize the
investigation.
University police have
no suspects at this time.
After returning home
from the store at around
10 p.m. last week, Neil
Lahey, a Muir resident
and business junior, said
that he and two other stu
dents noticed smoke on
the fourth level of the
parking area.
Lahey and Rene Gonzalez, an
electrical engineering senior, ran
toward the flames while Grant
Billingslea, a city and regional
planning freshman, ran for help.
With his cellular phone, Lahey
called 911.
“At first we were scared. We
didn’t know how quick it was
going to spread,” he said. “By the
time I got a hold of the dispatch
lady, it had grown.”
Lahey stripped the shirt off of
his back and used it to pat the top
of the fire and prevent it from
spreading. It wasn’t until police
and fire vehicles arrived with
extinguishers and hoses that
flames were entirely put out.
“ I didn’t want it to spread
towards a pine tree that was near
by,” Lahey said. “I was able to put
some of it out up at the top with
my shirt and keep it from spread

ing. It was such a rush.”
University Police Sergeant
Steve Schroeder said that because
of the fire’s location, the depart
ment believes the fire was started
by a student.
“It’s similar to the situation
with the Highway 41 fire,” he
said. “A number of fires start in
rural areas. We don’t know why
anyone would ever try to do this.”
Although the fire didn’t cause

"We are very much
interested in finding who
started this fire. The
department doesn't
want to leave any stone
unturned."
"Mike Cole, CDF official

much damage to the surrounding
area, university police are ofTering
a reward of up to $5,000 for infor
mation leading to the arrest and
conviction of the responsible
party.
“It was probably a malicious
mischief fire,” Cole said. “But the
act was arson, which is a felony.
In this case we’re probably not
looking at a serial arsonist.”
Cole said the fire only burned
a small patch of land about 10 feet
by 20 feet. Regardless of the min
imal damage, he said that those
responsible need to realize the
dangerous potential of their
actions.
“We want people to know these
things are taken seriously,” Cole
said. “We are very much interest
ed in finding who started this fire.
The department doesn’t want to
leave any stone unturned.”

oStenner Glen
<^nd

m m AS u rn AS $459.00 PERM O m

includes...

• SHARED ROOM**
• COMPUTER LAB
• SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
• TV LOUNCE/BIG SCREEN TV

• 7 MEALS PER WEEK
• STUDY HALLS/TUTORING
• HEATED POOL
• HOUSEKEEPING ASSISTANCE

(*on our convenient 9 payment plan

• MAJOR UTILITIES
• FITNESS CENTER
• REC ROOM
• BASKETBALL COURT

**private rooms available)

Tours Daily Sam - 5pm
1050 Foothill Blvd. • 544-4540 • www.stenneislon.coin

.
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Council Travel
903 Embarcadereo Del Norte
Isla V ista

Tel : 805-562-8080
Open Sat. lla m - 3 p m
A p ril - Ju ne
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Senate goes œntroversial Galerie cut based on bad survey

Editor,
In all relationships, an occasion
al dose of real h(»nesty may he a
necessary injiredient for that rela
tionship to move forward. If the
message is mistaken, however, it
can lead to a falling out. In the
case of the recent Academic Senate
vote to censure to the local admin
istration for their handling of the
PSSI salary awards, let us hope
the former is the case.
To many of my fellow Senatewatchers, this censure vote was
truly amazing! The Vegas odds
were definitely against it, given
the Senate’s past history of avoid
ing anything controversial (outside
of teaching and education). (Could
it be they took a clue from the
recent student vote on the Cal Poly
Plan?). The Senate’s action, while
it may have little effect and be
ignored by the administration, at
least provides some reason for a
small morale uplift amongst the
faculty, looking for any bright lin
ing in a very dark budget cloud.
While this censure move and the
arguments surrounding it may
appear to be over salaries and
money, it is NOT. It is a POWER
game. Academic institutions are
theoretically run on the concept of
shared governance and collegiality.
In this best of all worlds, every
one’s opinions would be heard and
carefully considered before a deci
sion is made. Unfortunately for
the faculty, this is not how it works
in practice, even here at perfect
Cal Poly. For too long, the faculty
have been laboring under this mis
understanding.
I think the quote from Dr. Zingg
(Provost and noted baseball histo
rian) is a telling one. He says, to
paraphrase, that the Senate
approved the rules and the admin
istration just followed them. This
is the standard administrative
ploy.
The fact is that the faculty arms
were twisted using the following
logic: “Agree to be part of it or we

will implement it (PSSI) by our
selves anyway.” Both CFA (the
notorious “union” ) and the Senate
are under the misconception that if
a program is going to happen, they
are better off participating than
not. The theory is that at least you
have some control over it that way.
Well, I hope that the president’s
award selections shoot that think
ing process to hell. Many of us
argued that the Senate and CFA
should have boycotted the whole
process, much as the staff union, to
their credit, did. True, the program
would have been instituted any
way, but at least our protests
would not be tainted.
I see that the Senate is now
proposing “revisions” to the PSSI
rules of last year in some vague
hope that this will solve the prob
lem. Have we not learned our
lessons? Regardless of what rules
we propose, they can always be dis
torted so the administration can do
what they want and still claim
(correctly) that they just “followed
the rules,” as Dr. Zingg has said.
The bottom line is that collegiali
ty at Cal Poly goes something like
this: The administration asks the
faculty for their opinions. I f the
faculty agree, the project goes
ahead as planned. If the faculty do
not agree, it goes ahead as planned
anyway.
Until we learn the valuable les
son that protesting by not partici
pating can sometimes be the high
moral ground, we are lost as an
institution, since the faculty have
essentially no voice.
Let us hope that this vote was a
start in the right direction.
Coupled with the recent no vote on
the so-called Cal Poly Plan, per
haps the administration will final
ly get sense of how damned mad,
frustrated and just plain depressed
the average faculty person is
around here. One can always hope.
A. J. Buffo
Physics professor
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Editor,
Thanks for the thorough and and thoughtful article on
the ASI Board of Director’s decision to cut the U.U.
Galerie’s budget by 50 percent. The university communi
ty and the community at large needs to be fully
informed about the details of this di.sastrous decision.
Budget cutting is a form of value judgment. The Board
of Directors’ belt tightening hit no other programs with
such impact. The justification given is telling: 78 percent
of respondents to a survey mounted by ASI wanted to
eliminate the Galerie altogether. But only 41 people
responded to the survey. A small group of people— select
ed who knows how—don't like having an art gallery at
all. Therefore all the rest of us lose one of the few high
quality cultural resources on campus.
The U.U. Galerie’s exhibits have provided delight, sur
prise and enlightenment to me and my students since I
started working at Poly.
The variety of the shows, the quality of the work, the
use of the space all have invited me back to see what’s
new every month. Like any visitor fo the campus, my
first impression walking in the door of the U.U. has been
that this polytech and agricultural school also has a seri
ous commitment to the arts. I’m sorry that the ASI
Board is dead set on changing that.
Steven Marx
English professor
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Surfing ner(is wipeout, brah
Editor,
Attention all nerds!
C/IN
(Three-fourths of the
S -? O T
student body.) Stop
wearing surf clothes.
You don’t suif, in fact,
you don’t even try to
surf.
Why am I bothered?
Because I surf. I take
the cold water. I deal
:íf3ñS N V
with the crowds. I risk
my neck over sharp
reefs and shallow sand bars. I take the ri.sk of
being eaten by a shark. I drive miles in search of
the perfect waves. I pay top dollar for boards, wet
suits, etc.
I risk my ass in big waves and practice patience
in small waves. I wake up at 6 a.m. for the morn
ing glass, while are still having wet dreams about
beating a mechanical arm in chess. I even tix)k the

fí£A L

SURFER?1

time to learn how to fix my own boards.
But don’t get me wrong. I am a friendly guy. In
fact. I’ll probably be your boss someday. All I’m
saying is quit trying to subscribe to an athletic,
enduring culture. Real surfers: you know who you

Corral layoff bothersome
Editor,
I recently learned of the layoffs that affected five peo
ple at the bookstore. I wanted to take a minute to
express my feelings about a few of these women (who
were long-term employees).
In all the years that I have worked at Cal Poly every
time I have had dealings with these women it has been
a very positive experience. 'These women have been
cheerful, friendly, and helpful whenever I have had con
tact with them.
I am sure that the “powers that be” had their reasons
for choosing to lay off the women they did but I must say
they will be missed very much. 'Their cheerful attitudes
brought a smile to many faces.
'There are many employees who, although they may be
efficient at tbeir jobs, are not very pleasant to deal with.
'They are abrupt, rude and barely civil. It is sad that
good customer service has no value.
I know many people will miss these women but they
will be OK, I am sure. But I wonder if the message El
Corral is sending out is that friendliness, and niceness
has no place in their operation.
Mary Thiel
Campus Dining

Justin Martin
Liberal studies junior

L e t te r s to the
E d it o r P o l ic y B o x
Mustang Daily welcomes contri
butions from readers. If you’ve
read .something that struck a
nerve, let us know. Or, if you feel
like striking a nerve, give it a go.
Simply e-mail your contribution
to jamiller@barp.aix.calpoly.edu.
Or drop off a typed copy of your
.submission at
(irapbicArts
)'oom 2‘2b. We
le.servetbe
right to edit •
out mistakes, B
but we p ro m i.se^ ^ l’
not to change
the meaning.
Thanks.
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Inspired By The
Cal Poly students honored
for their poetic pens

By Jason Scott
Arts Weekly Staff Writer
Cal Poly, known mainly as a technical school, is quietly sprouting insightful literary
geniuses.
Cal Poly students Sophia Giacomazzi and Deanna Wallo were honored this May in the annual Academy of American Poets contest, a non
profit organization supporting poetry competitions at U.S. colleges.
¡Giacomazzi took first place in the national competition, winning $100.
I

jJudge Elyse Blankley, literary critic and English professor at Cal State Long Beach, had nothing but praise for both Poly poets, citing
jGiacomazzi’s poem “The Reconciliation” as especially memorable.
rits ending has stayed with me since I first read it,” Blankley said.
^It’s what we call in the poetry world ‘a boffo ending,’” Giacomazzi said.
English junior Giacomazzi, 21, won last year’s first place prize as well for a group of poems. She submitted a group this
year as well, but judges selected “The Reconciliation” as their favorite.
“This is my second year in a row winning,” she said. “It’s about
-See POETS page A2

Photography Matt Berger

Deargn Ryan Belong

A2
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Annual ‘Byzantium’ features students’ poem s, short stories
By Martha Blackwell
Arts Weekly Staff Writer

Once again, the old saying
holds true. You really can’t judge
a book by its cover.
The white cover with the
translucent slip and multiplefont lettering of the seventh vol
ume of “Byzantium,” a litei’ary
annual that is pultlished hy the
English department, appears
simple and pure. What’s inside is
a different story
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From p a g e A1

a mom and her daughter — the
relationship loosely stems from
what 1 felt was an incredible dis
tance between my mother and sis
ter in my own family.”
Giacomazzi is bothered by the
what she calls “space between
people,” which, along with ele
ments from her own life, serves as
an inspiration for her poems.
“Space
between
human
beings” is what keeps us apart,
Giacomazzi said, and through the
help of her poetry, she must find
“how to bridge the space between
people.”

Actually, six fiction short sto
ries and six poems, to be exact.
“Byzantium” is a publication
of the winners from the Cal Poly
creative writing contest, which
has been active at the university
for 27 years.
Before the first issue of
“ Byzantium” in 1990, the stu
dents’ work was published in
Mustang Daily.
According to English professor
Kevin Clark, who sei'ved as the
adviser to the issue this year, in
1990 Mustang Daily reported
that it could no longer afford to
publish the winning pieces. Clark
said that the College of Liberal
Arts and the English department
realized that there was a need to
publish the work and put togeth
er the first “Byzantium.”
Seven years later, the annual
has developed into a product that
serves as two students’ senior
projects and has a $4,000 budget.
This year’s edition
was
designed by Tessa Lee, an art and
design senior, and edited by
Elnora Supp, an English senior.
“We merged creative expres
A 1993 San Luis Obispo High
School graduate, Giacomazzi said
she’s become a poet by accident.
When she signed up for Kevin
Clark’s creative writing class fall
quarter 1995, it turned out to be a
mistake in the schedule. Clark’s
class was for poetry, not creative
writing.
But she stayed.
“Poetry saved my life!” she
said.”People think poetry is this
big intellectual thing that people
can’t
understand
—
all
Wordsworth and Cooleridge. But
that isn’t true.”
For Giacomazzi, telling other
people’s stories is a way to work
through her own.

sion with visual art,” Supp said.
Supp said that the two began
working on the senior project in
January, continued throughout
the week of spring break, and fin
ished in time for Open House
April 19.
Along with editing and orga
nizing the winning selections,
Supp was also in charge of selling
advertisements to pay for the
costs.
The College of Liberal Arts
and the English Department con
tribute a combined total of
$1,000, leaving more than 75 per
cent to be raised by advertise
ments and donations.
Anyone picking up this year’s
edition will pleasantly surprised
though, to see that there aren’t
any advertisements.
“I had such a hard time selling
ads this year,” Supp said. “I just
started talking with people and
networking and soon I had found
a couple of anonymous donors.”
The absence of advertise
ments gives “Byzantium” an even
more
professional
literary
appearance.
“Writing poetry is how I work
out issues,” she said. “One of the
weird and amazing things about
poetry is that the poem writes
itself. Even I don’t know where it’s
going to go.”
Because she has found what
she wants to do and is fulfilled,
Giacomazzi considers herself
“lucky, but not blessed.”
“I am the American Dream,”
she said.
English senior Wallo received
an honorable mention for her
poem “Suburban Voyeurisms,” a
poem Blankley declared “superb
for its use of complex language,
lines and stanzas.”
See P O E T S p a g e A 4

tion genre with her story,
“ Something in French,” and
received a cash prize of $100.
“My mother always told me,
‘You’re not a writer until you’re
paid for it,”’ she said.
Jenkins’ first place in fiction
this year was a repeat of last year
when she won with “Verbs of
Being.”
She said the inspiration for
her stories comes from small,
strange facts she observes and
learns from family and friends.
From there, Jenkins just lets her

Combine that with the artistic
design and literary work, and the
final product is one which Clark
considers the finest in the coun
try.
“I would challenge anybody to
present to me a bettor undergrad
uate literary magazine,” Clark
said.
Clark not only referred to the
tangible product, but also to the
stories and poems that are inside
it. Susannah Clay Jenkins was
one of the students whose work
was published in this year’s
“Byzantium.”
Jenkins placed first in the fic

See B Y Z A N T IU M p a g e A 4

Mountaineering author
tells of trip In to the Wild’
has now expanded the article
into a book by the same title.
Like the Mt. Everest piece,
Krakauer
undertook
Christopher McCandless’ story
as an assignment from Outside.

By Matthew E. Peyton

Contributing Writer^
Following commencement
ceremonies, most college gradu
ates rush hurriedly into a job.
After hard years of studying
and
accumulating
student
loans, a job offers the new diplo
ma-bearing public their next
step,
but
1990
Emory
University grad Christopher
McCandless took his next step
in an entirely different direction
- it would be his last.
Author Jon Krakauer follows
this young man’s tragic steps in
his best-selling second book,
“Into The Wild.” Krakauer has
authored three books and con
tributes articles regularly to
Outside and other national
magazines. His most recent
article, “Into Thin Air: A
Personal Account of the Mt.
Everest Disaster,” appeared in
the September 1996 issue of
Outside. It was a finalist for this
year’s
National
Magazine
Award, won the Alpine Club
Literary Award, and has become
many freshman composition
teachers’ favorite example of
strong essay writing. Krakauer
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In his preface, Krakauer
explains that the story of this
young man who gave his last
$25,000 to charity, abandoned
his car, changed his name and
walked into the wilds of
Alaska’s
Yukon
territory,
“struck a personal note that
See W ILD p a g e A 4
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Sick, twisted unite as Spike & Mike return
By Adrienne Gross
Arts Weekly Staff Writer

Your friends say you’re a freak,
because you have a taste for the
unusual and sleazy. You may have
found your niche when Spike &
Mike’s Sick and Twisted Festival of
Animation plays at the Cal Poly
Theatre May 30 through June 2.
Big cities including New York,
Chicago and Philadelphia are cur
rently hosting the show, but not to
the exclusion of smaller venues
like San Luis Obispo, which has
been a tour stop for about five
years, said Victoria Schwerin,
Spike & Mike’s creative director.
“San Luis Obispo is a good
crowd and a lot of fun. We like the
crowd there, and they deserve
some Spike & Mike summer fun,”
she said.
“Spike,” Craig Decker, and
“Mike” Gribble, known for his sig
nature purple heard, started the
festival in 1977 as a showcase for
underground bands. Animated
short films were shown before the
bands came on, but soon the popu
larity of the cartoons overshad
owed that of the musicians. Spike
and Mike decided to drop the
music component of the festival
completely and stick solely with
their crazy choices of animation.
Spike, whose nickname came

Rick the Dick: Tye Die Dick by Dave Smith

from the alternative band of his
20s, “Sterno and the Flames,”
picks the festival’s animated
shorts out of the hundreds submit
ted yearly. Mike, the other half of
the “dynamic duo,” died in 1994 of
cancer, Schwerin said.
Celebrating its 20th anniver
sary, this festival is the birthplace
of mainstream animation, special
izing in the raunchy and vile,
including two teenage heavy metal
music freaks, better known as
MTWs Beavis and Butthead.
Spike & Mike is the recruiting
zone for most cartoons and anima
tion series used by networks like
MTV and HBO, Schwerin said.
This year’s features are Don
Hertzfeld’s “Ah L’Amour,” David

Thomas’ “Tasty Beef’ and
“Tye Dye Dick” by Dave Smith.
Also showing is “Hutsluts” by
Miles Thompson, which Spike
envisions as the next big thing to
hit the world of animation with
Summer and Tiffany, the film’s
female partners in crime.
In addition to the animated
show, audience members can
expect a few wild and funky
dressed emcees to whip people into
an excited frenzy. Typical of their
antics is an oversized beachball
volley session among the crowd,
Schwerin said.
Tickets are $7 and go on sale
one hour prior to show time at the
door. Bring a valid ID, because you
must be 18 to attend the festival.

5th Element theme, stars make good chemistry
By Foaad Khosmood
Contributing Writer

A New York cab driver and
denom i n atio n a lly-am b igu o u s
priest find themselves allies in a
dangerous mission to save the
world in Luc Besson’s futuristic
sci-fi thriller “The Fifth Element.”
Bruce Willis plays blond
haired cabby Korbin Dallas and
Ian Holm plays the priest who find
themselves in a movie that differs
from the usual science fiction/fantasy epic because it doesn’t con
centrate on the technology and the
futuristic state of the world.
There’s enough computer ani-

Opus gets horny,
releases CD, steps
out of music scene

A3

mation and special effects to give a
complete and full depiction of the
future, especially the New York
City scenes, to the point where the
future’s no longer the focus, but
the lens through which you can
experience the focus.
The story begins in 1914
Egypt, where a race of aliens has
stored the four elemental stones,
man’s only protection against the
great evil to come. The stones
refer to the ancient Greek legends
about the four elements, fire,
earth, water and air that come
together to create the fifth, the
embodiment of life itself.
The aliens take the stones.

thinking them unsafe on Earth.
This knowledge is eventually
passed to priest Cornelius, 300
years into the future where the
great evil - the dark force of anti
life itself - has made it’s presence
and is moving toward the earth,
destroying every defense mecha
nism in it’s path and sending shiv
ers down the spine of the presi
dent of the federation.
The appearance of the fifth ele
ment in the form of model Milla
Jovovich’s Meeloo - “the perfect
being” - prompts the priest to
attempt to find the stones, and
Korbin to be employed by the gov-

See M O V IE page A4
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Paul Barthel, Steve Enders and Carrie Baughn -- the new horn section for
Opus ” play SLO Brew Friday night with the original four members.
By M a tt Lazier
Arts Weekly Staff Writer

Cal Poly’s favorite sons. Opus,
will unveil their new CD, “Vintage
Scooter,” at a release party con
cert at SLO Brewing Company
tomorrow
night. Sadly and
strangely, the concert will also be
their farewell gig.
“If you’re talking about promo
tion, this is about as bad a move
as we could make,” said Mike
Troxell, Opus lead singer. “But we
aren’t looking to make money
with this. We just really wanted to
record and go in the studio.”
The new disc marks a musical
departure for the two-year-old
outfit. Adding a three-piece horn
section to their normal four-piece
line-up. Opus delves into the ska
realm on “Scooter’s” five songs.
Along with horns. Opus incorpo
rates quick, off-beat tempos,
drumbeats and funky, rapid-fire
guitar riffs.
Ska influences have always
been in the band, Troxell said. But
recent shows with other ska
bands, as well as a desire to get
their audience moving and react
ing in a more tangible way,
prompted the band to alter its
style.

A

“People think ska is new, but it
is really super old,” Troxell said. “I
have loved old roots ska, like the
Specials and the English Beat,
since I was in high school. We had
one older song, ‘Never ending
Nights,’ that had a great off-beat
ska tempo. It sounded like horns
would be awesome in it.”
The band also played live
shows with ska outfits like the
Skeletones and Let’s Go Bowling.
These experiences showed Troxell
and his band members how enjoy
able playing ska could be.
“This music is a lot of fun to
play because it is energetic and it
makes you feel good,” Troxell said.
“Plus, we love the visual feedback
we get when people dance, as
opposed to a crowd that just
stands there. And we’ve had our
share of those.”
Opus was four-piece until
January, Troxell said. The band
then decided to add Steve Enders
on saxophone, Carrie Baughn on
trombone and Paul Barthel on
trumpet to add more upbeat edge
to their new sound. The horn sec
tion had less than two months to
learn the new batch of Opus tunes
and get ready to record.
“It adds so much dimension,"
See O P U S page A4
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imagination take over until
reaching the end.
“ It’s funny how overblown
something so small can become in
my writing,” she said.
Jenkin’s story, which deals
with rape, is only one of the 12
entries in the edition. Love, spiri
tuality and death, as well as
other obscure issues, are also
dealt with in the pieces.
Cash prizes of $100, $75 and
$50 were awarded to the first
three places in both the fiction
and poem categories.
This year’s judges also select
ed three students in each group to
receive honorable mention recog
nition.
The judges are chosen from

W ILD
From page A2
made a dispassionate rendering of
the
tragedy
impossible.”
Krakauer’s empathy, combined
with his carefully conducted
investigation and finely crafted
prose, render a story impossible to
forget.
Krakauer explores the condi
tions that caused McCandless to
reject society and turn to the wild.
Frustrated with a domineering
father, spurned by the unreasoned
pursuit of material wealth and
emboldened by the writings of Leo
Tolstoy, Jack London and Henry
David Thoreau, McCandless left
everything except a 10 pound bag

the faculty in the English department and read the entries blind,
without knowing who the author
To be eligible for the contest, a
student must be enrolled as an
undergraduate at Cal Poly during
winter quarter.
While many students may be
intimidated by the possibility of
having their work published,
Jenkins said the rewards are def
initely worth the effort.
“You just have to take that
leap of faith, knowing that some
time, somewhere, somebody is
going to like (your story),” she
said.
“Byzantium,” is available in
limited editions at bookstores up
and down the Central Coast
including, Barnes and Noble and
El Corral bookstore.
of rice, a backpack full of books
and a head full of ideas. Four
months after he stepped off the
paved
Alaska
highway,
McCandless was dead.
Delivered in short, succinct
paragraphs, the scattered intrica
cies of McCandless’ story coa
lesce; Krakauer uncovers the pas
sion of this young man that is at
once reckless and admirable,
senseless yet beautiful.
Very soon another class of Cal
Poly grads will strike out onto
divergent paths. Krakauer’s “Into
The Wild” offers a rare and haunt
ing glimpse of one man’s path.
The insight gained by this trek
and this book is well worth the
walk.
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Troxell said. “They did a great
job.”
The horns are truly a domi
nant
element
on
four
of
“Scooter’s” five songs, sometimes
stepping up to carry the main
melody, other times holding back
to simply punctuate the guitar
lines.
The disc itself is well-produced
and, although it only clocks in at
about half an hour, it moves with
a smooth motion that Opus’ first
CD lacked.
“Our first CD was unrefined
because we were just excited,”
Troxell said. “The new CD has
great continuity. We turned out
fewer songs and less time, but it
is more produced.”
All elements of the band are
clearly audible in the mix, from
Troxell’s vocals to the thick bass
foundation provided by Larry
Anter.
Troxell attributes the CD’s
continuity to the fact that drum
mer Trigg Garner had more input
in the writing process.
“Trigg ended up writing a lot
on this CD, all of the sudden,”
Troxell said. “He really didn’t
before. I’m really proud of him
and his ability.”
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POETS
Fram page A2
Poetry is a way of expressing
yourself, Wallo said.
“ It ’s something very vital.
It’s my means of communica
tion. It’s very fun and very chal
lenging, but rewarding.”
Wallo says her talents stem
from the little-touted English
department. “They have a lot of
talent over there,” Wallo said,
“and I don’t think Cal Poly pays
enough attention to them.”
She points to the Byzantium
publication, headed up by edi
tor Elle Supp, as an example.
The student m agazine h igh 
lights winning works from the
annual creative w ritin g con
test.

M OVIE
From page A3
ernment to do the same.
They are hampered by evil’s
ally on earth, a powerful indus
trialist played by Gary Oldman.
The movie has a great cast
with excellent, humorous perfor
mances by Willis, Oldman and
Jovovich. There are also a sprin
kling of familiar faces including
recording artist Tricky, actor

Wallo also has respect for
Giacomazzi.
“She pushes me,” she said.
Wallo is new to the world of
publication, and she’s afraid of
its influence.
“ It ’s a whole new arena to be
w orking w ithin, because it
influences you and I ’m not sure
that I like that.”
Some poets write for publi
cation, Wallo suggests, but she
feels one should write poetry
for poetry’s sake.
Though
publication
is
inevitable, W allo’s plans call for
travel. She’s planning on a year
in Italy or southern France to
gather experience through cre
ative w riting programs, earn
ing the credentials to eventual
ly teach poetry herself.

Luke Perry, Tommy “Tiny” Lister
Jr. and a few others.
Best scenes to watch are the
New York City car chase, the
opera scene and the fight
sequences involving Meeloo.
The sound track, too, was not
the usual sci-fi techno-surreal
ism. Composed mostly by jazz
and rock guitarist Enc Serra, the
music went a long way to help set
the mood of the “future” without
making it an issue.
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Gamer contributed musically
and lyrically, Troxell said, giving
the disc a story-oriented feel.
“I wish we’d had the money to
put the lyrics in with the CD,”
Troxell said. “But, the CD is lower
budget in terms of art and pack
aging because we spent more on
the actual music.”
After such a change in musical
direction between CDs, one can
only wonder where Opus would
have gone in the future. But,
since the band bids the music
scene farewell tomorrow night, no
one will know.
Troxell attributes the band’s
demise to differing musical goals,
as well as the fact that Garner
graduated last quarter and the
other three main members,
Troxell, Anter and guitarist Jon
Watkins will graduate soon.
“We are all moving in different
ways, including our musical
styles,” Troxell said.
However, the band leaves a
recorded legacy, the final volume
of which can be purchased for $7
at SLO Brewing Company tomor
row night. There is also a $3 cover
charge at the door.
The disc will also be sold at
Boo Boo Records, Liquid CDs,
Cheap
Thrills
and
the
Wherehouse, Troxell said.
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One of Air Force’s 14 female
pilots killed on training mission
rockets and live ammunition. A
team trained to handle explosives
waited until daylight to approach
the wreckage.
She is the first female fighter
pilot in the Air Force to die in a
crash, said Lou Timmons, a
Pentagon spokesman. She was
not the first in the U.S. military;
that
was
Navy
Lt.
Kara
Hultgreen, who was killed in
1994 while trying to land on an
aircraft carrier in her F-14A.
Svoboda is the second A -10
pilot from Davis-Monthan Air
Force Base to die in as many
months. Capt. Craig Button dis
appeared April 2 during a train
ing run for reasons still unknown
and was found dead on a
Colorado mountainside in the
wreckage of his plane.
Svoboda, a 1989 graduate of
the U.S. Air Force Academy, was
one oi'just six women A -10 pilots
and was chief of A-10 training for

By Arthur H. Rotstein
Associated Press

TUCSON, Ariz. — An aviator
whose A -10 attack jet went down
during a training run over a
desert bombing range became the
Air Force’s first woman fighter
pilot to die in a crash.
Search crews Wednesday
found the remains of Capt. Amy
Lynn Svoboda, one of just 14
female fighter pilots in the Air
Force, in the wreckage of her jet.
The cause of the crash was
under investigation. There was
no sign Svoboda tried to eject.
Svoboda. 29, of Glen Ellyn,
111., was two hours into a mission
with another A -10 Thunderbolt
on Tuesday night when her plane
went down in the Barry M.
Goldwater Air Force Range near
Gila Bend, about 100 miles from
Tucson.
Svohoda’s plane was carrying

ALLERCiY

her squadron. Women joined the
fighter pilot ranks in 1993.
“ Since the first time she
expressed her desire to fly for the
Air Force, we have been excited
for her and proud of her accom
plishments,” her parents, James
and Sharon Svoboda, said in a
statement from their Tucson
home.
“She was a beautiful girl who
loved life and flying and was very
proud to serve her country as one
of the Air Force’s first women
fighter pilots. She was taken from
us far too soon, even though she
died courageously doing what she
loved.”
Svoboda was on the Air
Force’s women’s volleyball team,
which participated in interna
tional competition. “She was very
competitive, sharp, a hard work
er,” said Capt. Jenny Block, a
teammate.

gies for the first time, they
Iro n ,

H

clerk. She said that peopk* are
usually allergic to the things
they encount('r (*v(‘ry day.
Particularly on the Central
Coast, all(‘rgies are magnified
by dust stirred up by fainiers
and mold from the rainy sea.son, she said.
“Everything
went
into
bloom early this year.” she said.
“Rain and then dry weather
makes things grow and then
bloom. This makes allergies
bad.”
Saslove said that because
many people who move to San
Luis Obispo experience aller-

often don't know what to buy
when they come into the .store
seeking relief
Common food allergies are
reactions to wheat, dairy prod
ucts. eggs and peanuts, Saslove
said.

Constant

exposure

in some people, but a balanced,
diet can

prevent

allergies

include

reactions

to

servers and is u.sed by .students
under the dirt'ction of business fac
ulty.
Marketing senior David .Adams
said oni‘ of the greatest advantages
of the lab is having lab a.ssistants to
help students.
'They always have two or three
people at the desk to assi.st stu
dents,” Adams said. “A lot of people
have newer computers .so the
upgrade will be a lot more compati
ble with .sy.stems they have at
home.” .
Marketing .senior Kirk Skaufel,
who uses the lab at lea.st four times
a week, said the computers the lab
has now are “old dino.saurs,” but
added that accessibility and bedng
able to meet with group members to
complete projects makes the lab
fxiiieficial.
For business senior Brian
Halxirlin, who will graduatt* this
June, the Pentiums will arrive a lit
tle t(X ) late.
“But it would have lx.'en nice to
have them in order to speed up the
homework priKess,” he .said.
With the upgrade to Pentiums,
Adams said the lab should en.sure
that students have the best technol
ogy’ and the latest software. In addi
tion to sparking the revamping of
all business clas.ses for next year .so
they reflect the new .softwai’e, the
lab will provide mori' imiltinu'dia
typi's of applications.
“1 think that next year is going
to be a very busy one.” .-\(lam> .said.
"The conver>ion to Office
will
bring on a lot of different. I’xcitmg
id(‘as and techniques ”

I

Foothill H acienda
A partm ents

them.
Contact

fro m

to showcase the bemefits. It was
very much technology driven, as far
as the money that we were to
spend.”
Adams said the old computers
will either go to faculty who do not
have high-end computers, the uni
versity warehouse for public sale or
auction, nonprofit groups, elemen
tary and secondary schixils or com
munity colleges.
The College of Business comput
er lab is the largest in the CSU sys
tem.
Comprised of 13,000 square feet
of different computer labs and class
rooms, it currently has over 252
computers
using
Windows,
Macintosh, and UNIX platforms in
six lab/classnxims.
The lab is available to faculty,
students and sUiff, and is visited by
students approximately 285,000
times each year with 2,200 being
the highest number of visits in one
day.
The management information
sy.stems (MIS) senior projects and
special projects lab will also he
upgraded.
The emphasis in the MIS lab is
to provide a “hands-on” approach for
MIS .students .so they can further
their knowledge of coinjiuters.
Students can install netwoiks,
author multimedia progi'ams and
develop complex sysU'ms.
Cunently the MIS lab has a
combination of high-end Reiitiums,
UNIX workstations and multi-poi1

Thurs
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to

these foods can cause allergies
rotational

LAB

dermatological

N

Renting for Fall

ctw

products and other skin irri
tants.

• Lar^e 2 hedntom 2 hath apartments
Lttcated wTilkinR distance from Cal Poly

“I didn’t know that about
Planned Parenthood.”

• Fully Furnished
• Water tSi Trash Paid

SeiA'ices are available at no cost to you if you
qualify for the state-funded Family PACT program.
Planned Parenthood h.»s alvva\ s bwn committed
to birth control and sexuality counseling, as w ell as
a full range ot reproductive health care .services for
women.
• Birth Contri»!
• Ireatment tor Sc'xuallv
Transmitted Infections
• Pregnancy Testing
C/mMy, P r o fe ^ u v u l, A ffo n in h U ’

•
•
•
•

• 2 Parking Spots
• OiT'Site Laundry

Gymxrological Exams
Pap Tests
.VI id 1ite Sc'r\ ices
Ci>unsc*ling

Call Shawn or Adriana
at 782^0851
or stop by 190 California Blvd.

Planned Parenthood

H iv lf h C art'.

743 PISMO STREET. SAN LWS OBISPO • 805-549-944<>
415 EAST OHAPEL STREET, SANTA MARIA • 605- 922-8317

Se habla Español.
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We offer a complete line o f wedding and graduation party
supplies. Let us fill all o f your party needs at

S m a r t & F in a l
Food • Supplies • Business • Fióme

/

$5 OFF
S m a rt& F in a l.
Not valid

$25
minimum
purchase*

Kxduiles liquor, tobacco and third parly
products. O tter pood through 9 .1(1-97. S2.S
niinimum purchase. Valid at Smart Ai hn al
stores only. Not valid in conjunction with
any other coupon. Not redeemable tor cash.
I.im il one coupon per customer. Void where
prohibited by law.

am oth^otTer* E?^resJ^> 4n W 7

San Luis Obispo • 277 Higuera St.
(805) 543-0944 FAX
Mon-Sat. 7am-9pm • Sun. 8am-7pm
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trician, said he has had breathing
problems, severe headaches and
bouts of rage.
‘T h at plume cloud wasn’t
small,” Kramer told the newspaper.
‘’Basically that whole building took
a sneeze, and I don’t think we’ll
ever know everything that came
out of that building.”
Winston McCulley Jr., supervi
sor of the crew, said he is sorry he
followed the order to head to Room
104.
“I ’m just kicking myself in the
butt for not staying put,” McCulley
told the newspaper in its copyright
story. He said he has since been
plagued by headaches, sleepless
ness and an inability to think clear
ly.

At the hospital, crew members
were told it was unlikely they had
been exposed to anything, and their
requests for blood and urine tests
were denied by emergency room
doctors, they said.
‘’The emergency room was kind
of a joke,” electrician Bernard
Grisweld, 53, told the newspaper.
‘’They took your vital signs and that
was about it. They said we were
imagining it.”
But when he got home, he said
his bald head was breaking put in a
rash of bright red blisters.
The eight were checked at the
Hanford Environmental Health
Foundation on Friday, where they
were told they would be checked
monthly for the next six months,
said Stewart Heaton, president of
Fluor Daniel Northwest, which
operates the plEmt for DOE.

ISL4M

fro m page I

picked up from the Koran about
living together, the Jews and the
Christians and the Muslims, side
by side.”
Farani Golbaz, a psychology
and
international
relations
junior, said the presentation
addressed a problem that does
exist at Cal Poly.
“I thought it was very good
and very unbiased,” Golbaz said.
“I had an experience where a pro
fessor told my class that all
Middle-Easterners are teirorists
and
I
am
Middle-Eastern.

(Administration) would not give
me a withdrawal because that
would have been admitting that
the professor was discriminâting.
But Joseph Sagisi, an electri
cal engineering senior, was a bit
more skeptical after the presenta
tion.
‘T h ey’re expecting us to look
into their religion, but I wonder if
other religions would be accepted
in Muslim nations,” Sagisi said. “I
can’t really tell if the speakers
were telling us everything, so I
guess I would have to do some
reading on my own.”

REMEDY

fro m page 8

day and working up to a teaspoon
a day. Some people are allergic to
bee pollen, however, so it should
be used carefully, Saslove said.
Local honey can also be taken
with the same effects, but it
shouldn't be heated because tox
ins could be released, Saslove
said.
Saslove said the one downside
of natural remedies is that they
are not always a quick fix. She
said each person is a unique bio
chemical individual and that it
can take several days before a

Every HnirsdaVf
go to âie Outor Limits

person will see results.
She said every bottle in the
store is labeled and that cus
tomers need to read these labels.
Customers can also contact the
manufacturer directly for more
information.
"The products work though.

Final Exam Question #2

That's why I'm in this business,"
she said. "You don't have to shock
your system to get results."

The Collect Call

Allergies can also be fought
from the outside rather than just
internally. One of the single most
important ways to externally alle
viate pollen, mold and dust prob

W hat's the only number to use for all your

lems is to add air conditioning to
your home. Air conditioning units
keep humidity low and filters the

collect calls that could instantly win you
cool stuff (like hip Planet Hollywood'
jackets and packs of 24 free movie passes)
every hour^ every day?

air at the same time, according to
"The

Doctor's

Book of Home

Remedies."
Most

students

don't

own

homes, but many do own cars.
Using the air conditioning in a
car will help in the same way that
air conditioning in a house will.
Installation of an air cleaner
will also help by removing parti
cles out of the air.
I f those remedies seem too
drastic, there is the option o f buy
ing a dehumidifier. This will keep
the room dry and will help put a
stop to dust problems as well.
I f you have pets, they should

/

be either be sealed off from enter
ing the house or gotten rid of all
together. Also, when cleaning
house, a face mask can be worn to
reduce

r

exposure

to

airborne

d) 1 SOO CALL ATT

materials, states the home reme

<) HELLO-d

for dust and mold. Steam clean

dy book.
Carpets make a perfect home
ing usually will not help. The best
alternative to carpets is to buy
throw rugs. These can be washed
and keep the floors underneath
cooler and drier.
Many doctors suggest making
one room a sanctuary if you can't
make

these changes to your

whole home. Make the bedroom

1-800

allergy free by sealing it off from

call ATT

the rest of the house and applying

. .

the remedies suggested.
New products on the market

AIlbT

may also prove to be beneficial. A
portable

purifier

called

Air

Supply has just been launched by
the lonAir Company. It is a beep
er-size, wearable air purifier that
draws in bacteria and viruses and

For all your collect calls— even local.

emits pure, clean air.
The company claims the puri
fier also destroys odors, dust,
mold, pollen and spores, attempt

No purchase necessary Must be a leqal US resident a9e 13 or older, tails will be accepted and 984 winners will be selected randomly belvreen M2H/97
02:01 PM, tST) and 6/8/97 (12 noon, tST) Only completed domestic calls are eligible Prize values: (24) movie passes i168/Planef Holtywoocf lacket J225.
(5PHR Odds ol winning depend on number of entries received, for official rules and free entry instructions, tall 1 800 787-5193. Void where prohibited

ing to create an ideal environ
01997 ATÄT

ment for people with allergies as
well as hay-fever and asthma.
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m C A U T IO N !!!

Hillary Smith

Make No Investments or Provide
No Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisments
in the Opportunities Section

You’re dreamy!
Congratulations on
being chosen
riKA Dream Girl
Love,
IK

SIOOO’s POSSIBLE TYPING
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. H-2386 for
listings.

Interested in rushing
next fall?
Come check out

SIGMA KAPPA

$ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTS
Fishing Industry. Students can
earn up to $2,850/month +
benefits! Ask us how!
Call Alaska Information
Services 800-207-5365
Ext. A60054

Open House
June 1st, 3-5 pm
615 Grand Ave.

A.\N( )i 'Nci:.\ii:\rs
Caroline’s New Consignment Shop
Buy or Consign Lady-Pant-skirtBlazer-Play-Dressey-Vintage
Stowell Plaza 1547 S. Broadway SM

Cruise & Land Tour EmploymentDiscover how workers can earn
up to $2,000+/mo. on Cruise
Ships or up to $5,000-$7,000/
summer in the Land Tour
industry! Cruise Information
Services: 206-971-3554
Ext. C60051

CASH FOR COMICS & GAMING ITEMS -

New Comics Wednesday Mornings!
New Games Weekly. CAPT. NEMO
COMICS 779 Marsh St. 544-NEMO

GOV’T FORCLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free. 1-800-218-9000 Ext. H-2386
for current listings.

CASH PAID FOR USED CD’S, TAPES,
& LP’S. CHEAP THRILLS $
RECYCLED RECORDS. 563 Higuera
New Release CD’s only $12.98
Open M-Sat Till 9.

..\ I i:iM .\I\M|-:.N I
Christian Music Fest at Avila
Hot Springs, June 6, 7, & 8. Call
Rosie 474-9964. Looking for
artisans for craft fair!

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches,
Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW’s,
Con/ettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD’s.
Your Area. Toll Free. 1-800-218-9000
Ext. A-2386 for current listings.

U ’ . \ . \ II I )

Grad Tickets
Will Pay $
Brook 544-7661

WORK AT HOME
over 1,000 possibilities. For
info, send SASE to: GAP; 24557
Wayman St; Newhall, CA 91321

Sl-J{\ l( I S
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SCORE MORE!!
G MAT 72 PTS
GRE214 PTS
LSAT 7.5 PTS
Princeton Review (805) 995-0176

Credit Manager
Needed next yr for Mustang
Daily. Prefer senior business major,
MBA. or business oriented student.
Pay starts at $6.00/hr. Send resumes
and letter to Bldg. 26 Room 226
ATTN: A.J. Schuermann

MISTER BOFFO

1£.\iim .()' v' m i -:m
Electric Bass Player Needed.
Paid position for CHRISTIAN
WORKSHIP SONGS. Call 543-0945.
Film Production, Talent Management,
and Internships available. Call
Creative Artists Management
800-401-0545
GIRLS
Looking for extra income?
Earn $300-»- per shift
as an exotic dancer. Call
349-9535 or visit us at the
Spearmint Rhino
505 S. Broadway, Santa Maria
Don’t forget - Wed. Night is our
Amateur Dance Contest
Cash Prizes $$$
Call for info 349-9535
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SUMMER JOBS: Have Fun!
Work outdoors with children!
Gain valuable work experience!
If your summer residence is in
the San Fernando or Conejo
Valley; Ventura; Camarillo;
Malibu; or Simi Vailey, we are
looking for fun, caring Summer
Day Camp staff. General counselors
& specialists: swimming,
horses, boating, fishing, ropes
course, music, drama, & much
more. Summer salaries range
$2,100-S3,200-t-. Call today for
more information (818) 865-6263

3 Rooms for rent in a large
house downtown. Washer/dryer.
FOR SUMMER! CHEAP!
For more info call Kristyn
781-0846

ROOM FOR RENT!
in 2-bedroom House w/CP Student
Month-to-month rent
W/D, Big backyard. Walk to Poly.
$425/month + $425 Deposit
Call 781-8873 for more info.

is accepting applications for:
cashier, cocktail servers, security,
special effects coordinator.
Apply in person.
990 Industrial Way
San Luis Obispo

Models Female Bikini, Lingerie, Nude
$25/hr. 772-8899 -Iv msg
Summer Camp Counselors!
Roughing It Day Camp • SF Bay Area
hiring Group Counselors/Teachers:
Sports/swim/horseback ride/canoe/
crafts/fish/row/mt. bike/rock climb.
Refs/Exper/Excel DMV 510-283-3795
Summer Internships! Help develop
a summer camp. Could be P/T
position. Call Rosie @ 474-9964

Apts, for summer only. 2 bdrm.
furnished, near Poly. Water/
trash/cable pd. $470 per mo.
543-8517 or 544-5385
Cal-Park Apts. 250 California Bl.
2 Bedrm, 2 bath, walk to Poly.
12 mo. and summer leases.
Call mgr. for rates. 545-8065

GRADUATE

Last chance for Great Summer
Jobs at Kennolyn Camps!
Kennolyn Camps is seeking bright,
enthusuastic, energetic counselors.
We have positions available
in the following activity areas:
Horseback Riding. Vaulting, Board
Diving, Stained Glass, Ropes
Course, Animal Care, Burro Packing,
and tennis. Call Andrew Townsend
at 408-479-6714 or e-mail
kennolyn@aol.com

APARTMENT FOR RENT!
2 Huge bedrooms 3 blocks from
downtown. Quiet, private parking
lot. Avail. June 97! Call 781-8643

ROOM FOR RENT!
Super close to Poly, 2 story
condo, very nice. WOO/mo. ,
Move in after finals. Call
546-0926
SLO SHARE ROOM
$275/mo. * $250
deposit. 542-9184
Call Shawn
Waterfront Director
Oversee busy pool at Kennolyn
Camp. Must have WSI/LGT and
be over 21. Manage staff, set
schedules, teach lessons, ensure
safety of campers, organize
beach outings. Great experience.
Call Andrew Townsend at
408-479-6714 or e-mail
kennolyn @aol.com

1'( )1< S.M.L
Get Blazing x2 56K speeds NOW!
www.thegrid.net 888-333-4743

MATTRESS & BED
DISCOUNT CENTER
Student Discount. Twin $68.
Full $98, Queen $138, King $158 Sets
785-0197

Summer Sublet - 3 minute walk
from Cal Poly. Share master
bedroom. @ $225, avail,
anytime 6/15-9/15. Female
only. Call Kathy @ 783-1054

SUMMER SUBLET!
Close to Poly, Close to Downtown.
Furnished Room • Move-in
Finals Weak. Cheap!
Call Mark @ 546-9249

I l( ).\II-:.S | '( )lt S.M.i-:
A FREE LIST OF ALL HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO

Steve Nelson • Nelson Real Estate
***546-1990***
Best Priced Homes/Condos for Sale
Avail on Campus--15 Yrs Experience
Marguerite C21 SLO R/E 541-3432

by Joe Martin

IN THE BLEACHERS
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Many say San
Luis Obispo is
one of the
worst places
in the country
when it comes
to allergies.
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Aaaaaallergy season is upon us
By Kristen Hall
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This spring m any students a re struck b y allergies.
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Your nose is plugged and begins to drip. Your
eyes are itchy and watery, and you have a pounding
headache. A wad of tissues is stuffed in your back
pack for that unexpected sneeze. It’s not a cold, but
it’s just as miserable — it’s allergies.
Many say San Luis Obispo County is one of the
worst places in the country when it comes to aller
gies. The diversity of plants blooming in the area
coupled with the ocean breeze makes the air full of
pollen.
Last month, one in four students seen at the Cal
Poly Health Center came in for allergies. Joan
Cirone, head of nursing services at the center, said
many students treated have never experienced
allergies before moving to the Central Coast.
“It was wild in here a few weeks ago,” she said.
“We expect that most students who are in here for
allergpes are not locals.”
Melissa Macy, a liberal studies junior, said she

gets allergies every time the seasons change. She
grew up in Atascadero and said she’s sure her aller
gies are directly related to where she lives.
“1 never have allergies when I go up north. They
come back right away when I return home,” she
said. “ I never thought my allergies were bad enough
to see a doctor. I just use Advil and Nyquil.”
Although allergies come in a variety of forms,
most fit into three basic categories: contact, food or
inhalant. Inhalant allergies are the most common
and often go unrecognized until people change loca
tions or environments. These types of allergies are
caused by material in the air, which is breathed in.
Dust, pollen, mold and pet dander are the air
borne materials that cause the most trouble. Dust
and pollen blow outside, mold grows anywhere dark
and humid, and pet dander is dead skin that falls
off animals every time they clean themselves or are
bathed.
Lisa Saslove, a nutritional science graduate stu
dent, works at Foods For the Family as a vitamin

Drying up with allergy remedies
By Kristen Hall
Daily Staff Writer

Although your watery eyes
and dripping nose may seem
eternal, allergy sufferers can
battle their microscopic annoy
ances and put an end to a life of
sniffles.
There are many remedies to
battle allergies, from medical to
natural methods.
Traditional remedies include
prescription medication, shots
and over-the-counter drugs.
The Health Center provides
two types of shots. One contains
steroids and is used for allergies
as well as asthma. The steroid
shot can lower the strength of
the immune system, however.
The second shot is available
only to students with severe
allergies and must Ih' prescribed
by an allergist. This shot is
given once a week, starting in
the fall before allergy season
begins. The shots can be given
for years depending on the
patient, but could cause swelling
where the shot was given and
occasional allergic reactions
until the correct dosage is found.
Over-the-counter drugs most
commonly used include eye
drops and nasal sprays. The
most commonly prescribed pill is
Clariton, said Dr. Andrea
Hrauninger, a general practi
tioner at the Health Center.

Inhalant allergies start when
a material, like p>ollen, is
breathed in. The body's immune
system notes the presence of
pollen and produces a "bad"
antibody. The pollen reacts with
the antibody causing a hista
mine to be released from mast
cells that float in the blood
stream. The histamine is what
cau.ses the symptoms.
Foods For the Family, a nat
ural grocery store in San Luis
Obispo, offers natural alterna
tives to medical facilities like
the Health Center.
Lisa Saslove, a vitamin clerk
at the store, said many allergy
sufferers have come in recently
searching for remedies.
"People usually complain of
sinus congestion, watery eyes,
headaches and sometimes asth
ma," she said. "We first tell them
to do the obvious, avoid the
allergen. I f they don't know
what the allergen is then we
look at their symptoms and
point them in the right direc
tion."
When
choosing
natural
remedies, there are three meth
ods to choose from: homeopathic,
herbal and vitamin supple
ments.
The homeopathic route uses
like to treat like. Exposure to a
small, diluted amount of the
allergy-causing agent will cause
the body to respond with anti

bodies and create a defense to
the allergen.
Saslove said the effectiveness
of homeopathic pills depends on
the person. The personality,
mental state, preferences and
general aches and pains are
important in determining which
ingredient will work best.
"It's like pieces of a puzzle,"
Saslove said. "It's a hit-and-miss
thing when people come in. but
it's very effective."
Herbal remedies are also
popular. The most common herb
to treat allergies is stinging net
tles, which produce a hisUimine
response that prepares the body
ahead of time. Saslove is allergic
to grass and said that for her,
taking herbal supplements is
the difference between f^inctioning and not functioning*.
The third alternative is sup
plemental vitamins. Saslovb
said these natural pills go to thV.
cause of the allergy instead of
just relieving symptoms.
"You must go to the r(M)t of
the problem," she said. "Taking
natural remedies can wipe out
allergies. And I've never had
anyone complain about side
effects except for maybe a few
stomach aches."
The benefits to using natural
remedies are many, Saslove
said. There an* no side effects
like drowsiness or fatigue
caused by drugs. There are no

allergic reactions and the pills
are full of vitamins that your
system recognizes. They are
more gentle on the body than
synthetic drugs, allowing your
body to stay in balance. They are
safer for kids and they

drugs.
Eating local bee pollen can
also alleviate allergy symptoms.
Saslove said that those choo.sing
to use this method should start
off slow, eating only a granule a
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